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Custom One-Piece Stretched Tanks 
for Twin Cam Softail Models
Are your looking for a way to give your stock 
Softail a ‘custom look’? Then look no further.... 
Custom Chrome has just what you’re looking 
for. These tanks are stretched 2" and have all 
the tabs to mount your stock dash. They accept 
late model screw-in gas caps and also have 
provisions for the stock fuel gauge. They’re 
available for both fuel injected and carbureted 
models.
601297 Fits carbureted Softail models from 

00-03, 5 gallons
601298 Fits fuel injected Softail models 00-05 

(except Deuce models, 04-06 carbu-
reted models)

Note: All fuel tanks should be test fitted and pressure tested 
before painting. Installation of this seat may require a custom 
seat due to their longer lengths.

601298

601297

Custom Stretched Gas Tank
•	 Uniquely-styled	tank	provides	an	affordable	

option in defining your ultimate hand-built 
custom chopper

•	 Features	a	long,	tapered	shape	with	a	raised	
custom fuel bung

•	 Includes	two	different	caps;	5-bullet	style	
and smooth

•	 Shipped	with	custom	mounting	brackets	to	
weld to the frame

•	 Fuel	capacity	is	approximately	3.5	gallons
88120 Fits most aftermarket frames with a 

minimum of a 3" stretch in the back-
bone and a 4" stretch in the front 
downtubes (frame backbone diam-
eters cannot exceed 2")

689990 Replacement 5 bullet pop-up gas cap
689991 Replacement smooth pop-up gas cap

Detail of Gas Cap

Custom Smooth-Top Gas Tanks for 
FXR Models
Our 2" stretch tanks are new stampings rather 
than using welded tips to achieve stretch. 
They come with flush-mount locking gas cap 
(included). Single cap tanks have inlet offset to 
the right side. Tanks fit all models from 82-99 
and have a 4.0 gallon capacity. Models with 
stock turn signals mounted to the top triple 
tree must relocate them to avoid contact with 
the tank.
15696 2" stretch with single flush locking cap 

(cap is included)
15639 Replacement dual flush locking caps
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Note: Fuel tanks, particularly where custom paint is 
planned, must be pressure tested and sealed with 
CCI tank sealer 670675 before painting to protect 
the final finish and prevent internal rust. 

Custom ‘Bobber Style Gas Tanks’ 
by Cole Foster
An absolutely beautiful new tank designed 
with the keen styling of Cole Foster - Salinas 
Boyz Customs. The tanks feature a mini pop-
up gas cap, and a unique raised tapered bead 
down the center of the tank. Each tank has 
been designed to fit to stock frames but can 
also be easily adapted to any custom applica-
tion. They use the existing stock rubber mounts 
or are included as needed. Fuel capacity is 2.35 
gallons.
600155 Fits Evolution Softail models from 

84-99 and 4-speed FX and FL models
Note: These applications require the front frame dash mount 
to be cut off and rear screw hole modified.

600157 Fits carburated Twin Cam 88 Softail mod-
els from 00-06

600154 Fits Sportster models from 82-03

Replacement Gas Caps
47775 Stainless Steel (sold each) 
47777 Chrome (sold each) 
683620 Gas Cap Gasket
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